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You’ll love our Hive & Pleated collection, it is 
bursting with exciting and inspirational fabrics!

Our trend analysts have been hard at work researching what prints, 
textures and colours will feature in current and upcoming interior designs.

All of our fabrics are tried and tested to ensure you receive only 
outstanding, quality fabrics – after all, you deserve the best!

The Hive & Pleated collection boasts a stunning array of classic neutrals, 
striking hues and bold prints.

Hive & Pleated!
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Features & Benefits
More than just beautiful fabrics...
our collection boasts a range of 
extra performance properties! 

Advanced Solar Control – This fabric 
acts as a barrier to heat loss and offers 
protection from harmful UV rays.

Blackout – For when additional light 
control is required in places such as a 
child’s bedroom.

Fire Retardant – Gives peace of mind 
for areas where flames may  
be present.

Anti-Static – Repels dust ensuring 
your blind stays fresher for longer.

Moisture Resistant – Prevents the 
collection of dampness, stopping 
mould forming. Perfect for blinds in 
bathrooms and kitchens. INFUSION ASC TAUPE
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A Pop of COLOUR
From peaceful pastels to brave brights, colour surrounds us and has the power 
to really transform a room.

When choosing your perfect blind, think of what you want to bring to the room and 
how you want the room to feel. Colour can be a strong mood changer. Do you want 
a bright, bold abode or a crisp, luxurious sanctuary?
Style Studio has a wide variety of colour options to choose from.

INFUSION ASC GRAPE

Charlotte asc Rose

Infu sion a sc Ochre
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Be timeless
with

neutrals!
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HIVE SILKWEAVE ELEPHANT
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Classic Neutrals

CALIA CREAM
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Why not consider
sheer fabrics which allow 

for a seamless blend of 
light control and style, 

with soft light penetrating 
through the fabric – 

bringing a simplistic and 
contemporary edge. 

Tones such as whites, creams, beiges and browns 
are perfect for a natural environment.

It’s also easy to throw in bright  
interchangeable furnishings to update 

your home on a regular basis.
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The Dark Side
Dark tones are a sophisticated and contemporary look which can 
really bring a strong sense of style to a room.

Grey has the power to co-ordinate with warm and cool shades. It is 
a trend colour that is unobtrusive and can be used with confidence 
as either a dominant or accent hue. With it’s blackout qualities,  
our Halo Blackout Heron is a powerful statement piece.

Halo Blackout Heron
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INFUSION ASC CHARCOAL
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HIVE LUSSO STEEL
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HIVE BLACKOUT TEAL

bright colours 
are stimulating 
& beneficial for 

development
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Be a shade braver
with bold hues...

Our Infusion asc range has over 35 colours to 
help you find your perfect match.

ASC stands for ‘Advanced Solar Control’ which 
is a thermal property helping your home remain 

warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
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Berry-licious
Earthy reds are a defining feature, ranging from 
Raspberry and Crimson to purple infused tones 
such as Mulberry and Berry. Introduce Hive 
Blackout Berry, a strong, sophisticated tone 
perfect for all seasons.

HIVE BLACKOUT BERRY
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The unique
cellular design

of Hive holds an 
insulating layer of air, 

blocking heat from 
the sun and helping 
to improve climate 

control.
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Orange is 
the New Black
Back on our radar, orange has re-emerged as a fiery 
bright dominating the interior scene. But if you’re 
apprehensive to introduce this bold tone, don’t panic!

Pair alongside neutral furnishings giving your room that pop 
of colour without going overboard.

INFUSION ASC SAFFRON
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Feeling blue?
Blue is a versatile colour, with different shades 
creating different vibes.

Cool hues bring a feeling of calmness and serenity, 
while bright blue brings high energy and vibrancy. 
Then we have navy, a colour full of sophistication 
and charm. HIVE DELUXE MIDNIGHT
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Fresh & Energised
Green mimics nature and the correct shade can make a room feel 

like it links seamlessly to what’s outside the window. Darker 
tones of green represent a feeling of harmony and balance, 

whereas lighter tones make a room feel fresh and energised!
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The Mineral Range
A raised textured fabric that absorbs 
light and conveys a sense of a warm 
and cosy atmosphere.

The Harlow Range
A subtle linear textured fabric 
perfectly suited to any room of the 
home due to its versatile nature. 

The Silkette Range
A modern, textured fabric pleat 
with a silk shine throughout. The 
glimmer design reflects light and 
opens up a room to give a spacious 
feel.

The Reed Range
With a striped raised design, and 
sheer properties, Reed has it all. 
The fabric brings a chic look to the 
window.

The Mariella Range
With a soft basket-weave texture, 
Mariella brings a traditional look to 
your home.

Textures
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HARLOW ASC PEWTER

“ “

The feel, appearance or consistency
of a surface or a substance.

We are drawn to textures. We are tactile creatures 
after all. Textures add a little something extra to a 
fabric and are an excellent alternative to a print or 
design.

We offer a wide selection of textured fabrics for you 
to choose from.
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We love designs...
Get ready to sparkle and shine with metallic effect blinds. 
Re-define your home with our Ribbons asc or Luxe asc Pleated blinds. 

For a more subtle design, we love Grid. Grid takes inspiration from the 
geometric urban landscape, adding an extra layer to your window without 
being overwhelming.

RIBBONS ASC INK BLUE

Luxe asc Iron
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...and prints!
We love prints, and have collaborated with our 
in house trend experts to bring you the latest 
inspiration to spruce up your windows.

Meadow Flower asc is a beautiful floral design bursting 
with colour, ready to make a statement!

For a more subtle burst of botanics, introduce Sakura, 
a delicate Japanese inspired print available in a 
selection of colours.

MEADOW FLOWER ASC SPRING

Sakura Grey
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Hive Blackout FR Iron
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An improved cellular pleated structure that provides 
increased heat blocking and sound absorbent capabilities 
as well as anti-static properties.

The unique cellular design will help trap air in an insulating 
layer, blocking heat from the sun and helping to keep rooms 
at a lovely, ambient temperature.

Hive fabrics are available in Plain, Blackout,  
Fire Retardant and luxury designs. 

Hive Plain is available in a selection of neutral tones that 
subtly softens the light coming into your room, creating an 
ambient atmosphere.

Hive Blackout is the ideal choice for a room when additional 
light control is required in your home. The Blackout range 
consists of neutral and bright tones as well as on trend designs.

Hive Blackout FR has all the properties of standard blackout 
but with Fire Retardant features, creating a safer environment. 
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Luxurious Lusso
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HIVE LUSSO WALNUT

Hiv
e Lusso Stone

Hive Lusso is the epitome of luxury. A woven 
fabric, coloured on both sides and available in 5 
colours, this high end quality product really will 
make all your neighbours jealous!
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HIVE SILKWEAVE RAVEN

Designs
Hive Silkweave
A classic linen-look inspired design.*

Hive Geo Blackout
An on trend geometric design.

Hive Matrix
A modern fabric with a subtle cross-hatched design.*

*Both designs are offered in standard or blackout fabrics.
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Live the life of luxury!

BlackGunmetal Grey

White Cream Silver Champagne

Bronze Brown

Our Senses system is a slimline system allowing for a  
flawless finish, that will sit perfectly in your interior design.

This child safe system comes in 8 rail colours and 6 endcap  
colours in co-ordinating shades to complete the look.

All of our Hive & Pleated fabrics can be used in conjunction  
with this system.

The tensioned system can be repositioned simply by lowering  
or raising the bottom bar. 

The integrated cordlock free-hanging system is secured by  
moving the cord to raise and lower the blind to the 
desired position.
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CHARLOTTE ASC ROSE

Perfect for
every room
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Dress your windows with style

INTU is designed to fully integrate with most window systems, including tilt 
and turn windows and glazed doors.

INTU blinds have a stylish, curved fascia giving a sleek, modern appearance.
The streamlined bottomrail completes the blind with style and elegance.

Our INTU system can be used with any of our beautiful Hive & Pleated fabrics.

Child safe by design, our INTU blind system is completely cord and chain free, and has 
been designed to fully address concerns over safety, giving you complete peace of mind.

Multi-Zone 
For greater control over 

light and shade, our 
Multi-Zone blinds can be 

more precisely positioned 
by lowering the headrail 
whilst raising the bottom 

bar, to suit your 
needs.

HIVE PLAIN WHITE
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        Micro 
We have designed a new slimline micro INTU 
system that allows Hive & Pleated blinds to be 
installed into compact spaces and bi-fold doors.

The INTU Micro system is child safe and is available in 
white, brown and anthracite headrail colours.

IRIBBONS ASC MICRO CREAM
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INTERACTIVE
VISUALISATION

PLATFORM

LET YOUR HIVE & PLEATED 
BLINDS COME TO LIFE
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Vis i t  our  showrooms or  choose at  home.
We have branches  of  consultants  across 
the  Midlands,  Oxfordshire ,  Berkshire 
and Worcestershi re .

V is i t  our  websi te  for  fu l l  deta i ls .
www.re ynoldsbl l inds .co.uk




